
TEACHER SITES

Check out our favorite sites for simplifying lesson planning, keeping the classroom running smoothly, engaging students,
and involving families in learning. From lesson plans and reproducibles to mini-books and differentiated collections,
Scholastic Teachables has everything you.

Tony Vincent Tony Vincent has one of the most curated and amazing teacher websites on the internet, period!
Edutopia Edutopia is an incredible teacher website and overall resource. Jesus is an elementary teacher in
Southern California. Here you will find what you need to supplement learning in every subject. Be sure to
follow Dave and the DBC crew on Instagram for new book releases and other content as it comes up! Jeff
Herb has been in the teacher website game for a long time! Be the best teacher you can be, and continue your
education on a daily basis, so you can be awesome for your students. If I had never started that fun and
somewhat silly blog so many years ago, who knows if I would have ever gotten involved with educational
blogging, writing a book, or even doing the work that I am now. Subscribe to receive the magazine,
age-appropriate standards-based lesson plans and skills sheets, plus digital resources  Every single person
listed above started out by writing one blog post. I first discovered this site many years ago when I was a
Principal, and a couple classes were doing the directed drawing lessons for fun. The amount of resources they
have now is absolutely insane. And it's all free! Make sure to check out the podcast too! From fan fiction to
poetry to novels-in-progress, all types of writing are encouraged and shared. You may want to use the search
function on his blog, because the content runs deep, and there is a ton of it! National Geographic National
Geographic has been and continues to be a wonderful resource for teachers of all grade levels. Each lesson is
presented in rap form! Kasey has content on apps that integrate with Google, podcasts for teachers,challenges
for teachers to help grow their practice, and a whole lot more. Dave has been writing, speaking, blogging, and
publishing books for years and continues to innovate with next level ideas and content on a weekly basis.
Their YouTube channel is worth checking out as well. From ideas on how to implement flexible seating,
blending learning, how to write a great grant for your classroom, how to teach media literacy, and so much
more, Donors Choose is a great resource to check out. Donors Choose Donors Choose is amazing for the
grants that teachers can write to get supplies and materials for their classrooms, but they also have a great blog
with implementation ideas for your classroom as well. He has content about technology, staying safe online,
special education, and more. Her teacher website reflects all of that and more! Kasey Bell Kasey Bell is an
absolute machine when it comes to pumping out amazing content on her teacher website. Too many people
overthink nearly everything they want to do, and blogging is a great example. Shelly is always positive and
student-driven. Richard Bryne is the man behind all the resources. Best for Teaching Vocabulary: Flocabulary
Both rooted in research and aligned to state and national standards, Flocabulary presents a variety of lesson
plans across content areas. Richard offers summer trainings in person and virtual training opportunities as
well. Also make sure to listen and subscribe to their podcast! You can do it all with Google Earth, the tool that
makes the world feel a little bit smaller with its map-generating capabilities. All you have to do is "like" us.
Not just for my own blog â€” but for blogging and sharing in general. She has content about how to flip your
classroom instruction, digital notebooks, ideas around grading, and a whole plethora of other resources as
well. Catlin Tucker is well-known for many different reasons, but most notable is probably her work with
blended learning and the thoughtful integration of technology into classrooms. Shelly Sanchez Terrell is an
educator and author. Be sure to connect with him on Twitter!


